
 
 

English Academic Year Curriculum Overview 2019-20 

 

Term Year 9 

Autumn 1  ‘Jane Eyre’ by Charlotte Bronte 

 The role of women during the Victorian era and the class system 

 Janes life at Gateshead hall and how it shapes her start in life 

 How does Bronte present the idea of class? 

 Grammar focus on adverbial starters and varying sentence types.  

Autumn 2  ‘Jane Eyre’ by Charlotte Bronte 

 How does Jane’s life change at Lowood?  

 What is the role of Helen Burns?  

 How did religion impact Jane’s life in comparison to Helen?  

 Why was marriage so important for women during the Victorian era? 

 How is Rochester presented?  

Spring 1 
 
 

 ‘Romeo and Juliet’ by William Shakespeare  

 Context and the Romantic movement  

 The feud between the Capulets and the Montagues    

 The relationship between Juliet and her father  

 Is love presented as ownership?  

 Grammar and writing:  producing accurate written responses to analytical questions  

Spring 2  ‘Romeo and Juliet’ by William Shakespeare  

 How is masculinity presented? 

 Is the relationship between Romeo and Juliet doomed from the beginning?  

 Why is this play a tragedy?  

Summer 1 
 

 ‘Paradise Lost’ by John Milton with extracts from other poems  

 What was the political situation in England during this time?  

 How is power presented in this poem?  

 Why does Milton focus on religion  

 What is an epic poem?   

Summer 2  Carol Ann Duffy selected poetry with extracts from ‘Doctor Faustus’ by Christopher Marlowe  

 How does Duffy present women in her poems and the power they have? 

 How does Marlowe present the idea of power?  

 Why does Faustus choose power over life?  

Home 
Learning 
 

 Students will receive homework at least once a week to consist of reading and comprehension questions; revision 
exercises; practise papers and questions; research 

Challenging 
our 
students 

 Students will be given wider reading for each of the units.  This will support understanding of the texts and the 
contexts they were written in. Knowledge organisers are given to students that they can revise from so they can 
extend learning. 

KS4 Exam 
Board 

 AQA 


